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=/\=/\=/\= Resume Mission =/\=/\=/\=


XO_Gleisen says:
::in the turbolift, on the way up to the bridge. He looks over at Gladius, who seems to calm and collected still. Inside, Anthony's having trouble with what he might have to do today::

FCO_Ranahi says:
::in his quarters, still recovering::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::muttering things under her breath about the long ride out here, even at warp.  Shuttles just aren't very comfortable::

OPS_Mayfair says:
::On her way to the Shuttle bay::

Host CO-Affleck says:
::In the Briefing Room, sat on the Table wtih his feet on a chair, looking out over the ship through the big windows with a cup of coffee cradled in one hand and a PADD in the other::

CEO_Q says:
::standing just inside sickbay, tapping foor, and looking at chronometer waiting for the doc to show up::

XO_Gleisen says:
::arrives on the bridge and steps out, slowly::

CTO_Augustus says:
::follows the XO onto the bridge, walking over to TAC to check sensor readings::

XO_Gleisen says:
::walks over to the first person he see's:: Ensign: Where might I find the Captain, ensign?

Ensign Expendable says:
XO: I think he's in his ready room, sir.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@COMM:  QIb:  This is Shuttle Boudreux, requesting permission to dock.

OPS_Mayfair says:
::enters Shuttle Bay and sees the group of Eng working on the Challenger::

Host CO-Affleck says:
::looks down at the PADD to read some more up on findings from the science lab::

OPS Udder says:
COMM: Boudreaux: Wait one

XO_Gleisen says:
::walks over to Augustus:: CTO: Ready to go?

OPS Udder says:
XO: We have a shuttle asking permission to dock

XO_Gleisen says:
::turns to Udder:: OPS: Who is it?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::feels like she's been put on hold, waits for music to fill the channel::

OPS Udder says:
XO: Shuttle Boudreaux, one confirmed lifesign , human , female

XO_Gleisen says:
::nods:: OPS: Should be Leah checking back in. Clear her in Shuttlebay two.

OPS Udder says:
XO: Aye, sir

XO_Gleisen says:
::walks to the RR doors, Augustus following behind him, and taps the button::

OPS_Mayfair says:
Eng_Olaf: How long until the Challenger is ready to go back to the planet?

OPS Udder says:
COMM: Shuttle , You are cleared to dock in Shuttle bay 2, opeing shuttle bay doors now ::sets off the preopening alram in 2 ::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::brings the shuttle in alarmingly close to the forward sensor port feeding images to the main viewscreen.  After taking note of the wonderful bolts holding the deck plating, she makes her way around to the shuttlebay::

XO_Gleisen says:
::tugs his uniform down, in the style of some great Captains, and waits for AJ to let them in::

CEO_Q says:
::tired of waiting grabs the first medic he sees:: Medic: Get me a doctor...now

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@COMM:  OPS:  Confirmed, coming in at 1/3 impulse...

Eng Olaf says:
Ops: I guesimate about 10 minutes, I am just aligning the last few things now, we "hardened it also to compensate for conditions

OPS_Mayfair says:
Eng_Olaf: Good. What about the shuttle is it in good conditiuon to go back?

FCO_Ranahi says:
::dons his uniform, and looks in the mirror::

OPS Udder says:
::opens the doors to bay 2 ::

ENG Olaf says:
OPS: After I am done , it shall be, sir

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: We ready

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
@::enters the forcefield to Shuttlebay 2 and brings the engines to a quick stop, making a terrible skidding noise as the craft comes down::

OPS_Mayfair says:
::smiles:: Eng_olaf: Ok

XO_Gleisen says:
::turns to Augustus:: CTO: I'm starting to think that Expendable over there lied to us.

FCO_Ranahi says:
::sighs, and exits his quarters::

OPS_Mayfair says:
*XO* Sir, we will be ready here in about 10 or 15 minutes

XO_Gleisen says:
Comp: Computer, where is Captain Affleck?

ENG Olaf says:
::privately wonders why she asked when he had just told her::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::waits for the shuttle's door to come down, then peeks head out and looks for a welcoming party::

CEO_Q says:
Medic: BAH!! Never mind!

Computer says:
XO: Captain Affleck is in the Briefing Room.

CEO_Q says:
Computer: Computer, activate the EMH

XO_Gleisen says:
::sigh:: CTO: Alright, let's go hunt him down again. ::glares at Expendable as they walk past him::

Klingon EMH says:
CEO: ::shimmers into existence:: What do you want?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::shrugs shoulders and tosses her bag to a nearby Crewman before heading into the turbolift::  TL:  Bridge.

CEO_Q says:
EMH: Clear me for duty

XO_Gleisen says:
::enters the BR, and finally finds the Captain::

Klingon EMH says:
CEO: Whats wrong with you?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::arrives on bridge and takes a moment to look around before stepping out::

XO_Gleisen says:
CO: Captain, a moment of your time please?

Host CO-Affleck says:
::Continues reading the PADD, regardless of who entered behind him while he sits ont he table facing the windows::

FCO_Ranahi says:
::makes his way to the bridge::

Host CO-Affleck says:
::Disturbed puts the PADD Dwon on the table and stands up, turning arround..::

CEO_Q says:
EMH: I was injured on the planet. Dr Kymar patched me up and ordered me to report to sickbay to be cleared to return to duty. I did this, but the medic on duty could not clear me. So now I want you to do so.

Host CO-Affleck says:
XO: Commander, What is it?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::gets a peak into the conference room before the door shuts behind the XO, then heads in and finds the two men around the table::

Klingon EMH says:
CEO: Fine, let me see you. ::roughly grabs Q`tor by the back of the neck and looks him over:: Alright. Get out, you're cleared. And turn me off before you leave.

FCO_Ranahi says:
::enters the bridge and resumes his station::

CEO_Q says:
EMH: Gladly

OPS Udder says:
CTO: We have a new arrival in Shuttle bay 2

XO_Gleisen says:
CO: Sir, Augustus and I would like permission to return to the planet. We found some very...important readings from that structure. ::looks to Augustus to alaborate::

CEO_Q says:
Computer: Computer de-activate EMH

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::silently walks towards where the Captain is sitting, allowing her boots to make very little noise as she makes her way::

CEO_Q says:
::::walks briskly towards the shuttle bay and the Challenger::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::gives a half-hearted informal salute::  CO:  Reporting for duty, Skipper.

Klingon EMH says:
::fizzles out, muttering about incompetant doctors that can't do their jobs..::

CEO_Q says:
*Chief O'Leary*: Mr. O'Leary, Status report

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: What the XO is trying to say is this...we only found a few life signs because the grass produces a natural shielding against scans, and a ddition::hands a PADD to the CO:: That energy reading it matches a portal

OPS_Mayfair says:
::helps around with repairs::

Chief O`Leary says:
CEO: Ahh...good to hear your voice sir. The Challenger is good as new sar. We're putting the final polish on her now.

Host CO-Affleck says:
::Glances at Siwiak for a moment then back at Gleisen then back to Siwiak again:: SOO: You're back... Good to hear. Welcome. ::Returns to attention to the CTO/XO::

CTO_Augustus says:
::Awaits for the XO or CO to do or say something::

XO_Gleisen says:
CO: Sir, if this is what we think it is, this could be one of the greatest archeological finds in the history of the Federation.

OPS_Mayfair says:
::sees CEO and the man talking::

Host CO-Affleck says:
::Takes the PADD and starts reading it::

CEO_Q says:
::walks over to OPS:: OPS: Are we cleared to return yet?

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Sir, you will find that the crystaline substance is replicatable

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::sarcastically to self::  Self:  You're back... good, yeah.  Go keep the chair warm.  Aye sir.  ::turns and leaves, knowing full well that nobody could clearly here all of what she said::

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: and works on all tricorder scans as well as the ones the CEO did and OPS from the shuttles

FCO_Ranahi says:
::familiarises himself with what is going on::

Host CO-Affleck says:
::Ignores the SOO's bantering and picks up his own PADD with the data he'd been studying and a few things from Starfleet::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::makes her way as casually as possible back to the bridge, then settles into the command chair and gets comfy::

OPS_Mayfair says:
CEO: uh.. not yet

Host CO-Affleck says:
CTO/XO: Our Orders didn't include this...

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: It is imparitive that we ...

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: SIr they do investigate the planet!

Host CO-Affleck says:
CTO/XO: But I'm willing to beleive that this would be an important finding to the federation and if in the wrong hands a security risk to Starfleet and the Entire Quadrant.

XO_Gleisen says:
CO: Sir, the main order of the Federation is to explore. This is definately worth exploring.

OPS_Mayfair says:
::keeps on checking the shuttle Thames::

XO_Gleisen says:
::nods:: CO: So thats a yes? ::very very relieved::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::gives the high quality leather chair a good spin, not allowing her eyes to meet any of the bridge staff's as the world pulls a 360::

CTO_Augustus says:
::looks around the room:: Self: About time now we are getting somewhere

Host CO-Affleck says:
CTO/XO: As this place is a security risk I will authorized an Away Team... ::Trails off but ready to continue after scrolling down the PADD Data a bit::

XO_Gleisen says:
CO: Thank you sir. ::turns to exit::

Host CO-Affleck says:
XO: Commander, I'm not finished.

CTO_Augustus says:
::Starts mentally putting together a lissst of equipment needed and a team::

XO_Gleisen says:
::stops in his tracks and his stomach falls out:: CO: Yes, sir. ::turns slowly::

CTO_Augustus says:
::stops in front of the door::

OPS_Mayfair says:
::makes sure that the transporter enhancers are inside the shuttle::

Host CO-Affleck says:
XO: The nature of the away team will primarilly be a combat team. They will secure the site and hold it until further notice, under no circumstances are you to leave the site without order from QIb. I'm going to get talking to Starfleet about them dispatching another vessel to take over, eitehr an Excellsior or Galaxy Class.

CTO_Augustus says:
::looks at the XO and CO::

XO_Gleisen says:
CO: Yes, sir. Anything else?

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Sir, a Combat Team?  I don't understand why?

FCO_Ranahi says:
::holds position::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::makes hand puppets::  "CO:  We have a grave situation."  "XO:  Yes, we do... we must blow something bad up."  "CO:  Agreed... make it so."

OPS_Mayfair says:
CEO: Can you spare a few men to help me make sure the Thames is in good condition to return

CTO_Augustus says:
XO/CO: Wait a minute...I need to know why fo rthe record why I am deploying a strike team

FCO_Ranahi says:
::tries very hard not to look at the woman in the Big Chair, absolutlely horrified::

CEO_Q says:
OPS: Yes I can. I can spare myself.

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: I need an answer

Host CO-Affleck says:
::Kinda shocked at the CTO not being all for a Combat mission:: CTO: This site is important to the security of the Federation. Take The Challenger if it's read and another shuttle and secure the area.

XO_Gleisen says:
CO: Understood sir. Anything else?

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Aye sir, but I am preparing for what?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::puppets again::  "CO:  Set a course for Risa... I need a nap."  "FCO:  Aye sir... what about Leah?"  "CO:  Well, welcome back!  Now off you go... hahah."

OPS_Mayfair says:
CEO: How about him ::points to O'leary:: CEO: can you spare him ::winks::

Host CO-Affleck says:
XO: No, Get down there, secure the site.

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Deploying a team is not the problem but defend it from who or what sir

Host CO-Affleck says:
CTO: Anything and everything.

FCO_Ranahi says:
::tries to read her mind to see if she is clinically insane::

CTO_Augustus says:
CO: Aye sir::taps his comm badge::

XO_Gleisen says:
CO: Aye sir. ::turns and exits. as soon as they're out, turns to Gladius:: CTO: Get Alpha down to the shuttlebay pronto.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::has experiance with a telepathic husband in her mind, feels she's being scanned::

XO_Gleisen says:
*OPS*: Gleisen to Mayfair, we're on our way down. Prepare the Challenger and the Thames.

CEO_Q says:
::Looks over at the Chief:: Chief O'Leary: Mr. O'Leary, your presence has been requested

CTO_Augustus says:
ALL: Red alert battle stations, Srike Team ALpha General Quarters Shuttle Bay 2, Team Beta Stand by.

OPS_Mayfair says:
*XO* They are almost ready, sir

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::allows her eyes to become fixed on the back of the FCO's head::  FCO:  Status report?

Host CO-Affleck says:
::Turns and Exits the BR and walks up the steps to Deck 1 and enters the bridge via the Aft Access Hatch, walking forward towards the front of the bridge::

CEO_Q says:
Chief O'Leary: You'll give the Commander here whatever assistance she requires

XO_Gleisen says:
::exits onto the bridge:: FCO, SOO: Ranahi, Siwiak, you're with us.

FCO_Ranahi says:
::hears the alert and snaps to:: SOO: We're holding orbit, ma'am.  Permission to speak freely.

Chief O`Leary says:
CEO: Aye sir

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::stands up from her chair, looking at first the Captain, then the XO::

Host CO-Affleck says:
FCO: Mr. Ranahi, get us in syncronous orbit with the site the Away Team Discovered, keep us over it's position.

FCO_Ranahi says:
::snaps to once again as Gleisen enters::  CO: Uh, Captain, I've been ordered with the Commander.

CTO_Augustus says:
::turns to the XO:: XO: By your leave sir?

XO_Gleisen says:
::gets into the turbolift:: *CMO*: Kymar, report to the shuttlebay.

CMO_Kymar says:
::wakes up with a start at his desk, PADD that was once in hand falls the the ground with a clatter::

OPS_Mayfair says:
::smiles at Q'tor and keep checking up the shuttle::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::enters the turbolift, holding the door open for the XO::

Chief O`Leary says:
OPS: What can I do for you ma'am?

CMO_Kymar says:
*XO*: Huh? what...again? ::chuckles and leaps over to his door:: On my way

Host CO-Affleck says:
XO: Ranahi is staying on the ship. ::Glances at Ranahi to make sure he got the order.::

OPS_Mayfair says:
O'leary: Just make sure This shuttle can make it down there nad back again

CEO_Q says:
::goes over the shuttles systems::

FCO_Ranahi says:
::glances back and forward to Gleisen and Affleck, not sure who to obey::

XO_Gleisen says:
CO: ::pauses:: Sir, we're taking two shuttles. Mayfair can fly one, but we need a pilot. The ion arcs already proved to be a problem.

CMO_Kymar says:
::grabs his phaser, Med Kit and Doctors coat before rushing into the TL:: TL: Shuttlebay please

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::snaps fingers::  FCO:  Oh well...

CTO_Augustus says:
::walks out of the officce and down to Tactical Office::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::steps up::  XO:  Commander, I'm perfectly able...

XO_Gleisen says:
::nods, a bit delayed, as Gladius leaves::

OPS_Mayfair says:
Eng_Olaf: I don't want to push you but the XO is on his way are the shuttles ready?

Chief O`Leary says:
OPS: My pleasure ma'am. :: starts going over the Thames making sure is ship shape::

FCO_Ranahi says:
XO: Sir, I think the last mission shows how well I deal with ion arcs.

XO_Gleisen says:
SOO: ::nods:: Alright.

CMO_Kymar says:
::the TL comes to a stop and he bounds out thinking "No tripping up this time"::

Host CO-Affleck says:
XO: The QIb Needs a Pilot too. You'll find that Lt. Augustus has flight experience.

XO_Gleisen says:
CO: Aye sir.

CTO_Augustus says:
::a few moments in the TL and a short walk tohis office Gladius finally arrives to see Tactical getting reafy::

XO_Gleisen says:
::gets in TL:: TL: Shuttlebay one.

CTO_Augustus says:
*XO*: Sir be about 10 minutes to ge tready for departure

CMO_Kymar says:
::comes to a halt skidding all the way past the shuttle and the onlookers:: Self: oh...

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
XO:  So... we blowing things up?  ::tries to make casual converstation::

XO_Gleisen says:
SOO: Nope, trying to keep things from blowing up if bad guys show up.

Host CO-Affleck says:
::Glances at the FCO:: FCO: Syncronous orbit Mr. Ranahi?

CMO_Kymar says:
::before coming to a rather abrupt halt courtesy of the shuttle bay doors::

CEO_Q`tor says:
Computer: Computer locate my batlh'eth in my quarters and beam it here to my location

CMO_Kymar says:
::gets up from the floor slightly disoriented but perfectly OK and walks calmy over to the shuttles::

FCO_Ranahi says:
::nods to Affleck:: CO: Aye, sir.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::backs up and rests against the lift wall::  XO:  I see... so there's no promise of things blowing up.  Ever been pregnant?  Well, I have... and one thing I've really wanted to do since getting my child out of me is blowing something up... you know?

CTO_Augustus says:
::handing a list of extra equipment to a CPO he gets his personal gear ready::

OPS_Mayfair says:
::gets some more suplies into the shuttle::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::watches as batlh'eth materializes on the deck in front of him and picks it up::

XO_Gleisen says:
SOO: I see what your saying, and can't say I've ever been pregnant, no.

FCO_Ranahi says:
::sends the order to prep the shuttlebay crew::

XO_Gleisen says:
::enters the shuttlebay and looks around at everyone there::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
XO:  I mean, people are always like "Well, you need to rest... take it easy."  Meanwhile I'm stuck doing nothing!  It's about time I got out... blew something up.

CTO_Augustus says:
::looking around he buts his Dak'tag it's sheath on his back, and puts a few extra power backs in his uniforms inner pockets::

CEO_Q`tor says:
::secures batlh'eth in the Challenger::

XO_Gleisen says:
All: Alright, Mayfair, you're driving the Thames. Kymar, you're piloting the Challenger. Everyone else, just pile in, it doesn't matter where.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::follows behind XO::  XO:  I mean, even something small...  a phaser blast here, a photon gernade there.  That would be great.

CTO_Augustus says:
*CEO*: Commander reply please

OPS_Mayfair says:
::steps out of the Thames and sees the XO talking to her::

XO_Gleisen says:
SOO: Well, we'll see what we can do.

CEO_Q`tor says:
OPS: All Challenger systems check green, she's ready to go

Host CO-Affleck says:
::Walks arround the Bridge::

CEO_Q`tor says:
*CTO*: Q'tor here

OPS_Mayfair says:
CEO: Good I bet the XO will be happy

XO_Gleisen says:
::gets in the Challenger and waits for everyone else::

CMO_Kymar says:
OPS: Sir, I made it ::rubs his head:: can you fill me in on the details?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::continues::  XO:  And those odd cravings...    Man how I always wanted to eat something strange.  Sure, Gagh was fine... but I mean, have you ever have a craving for Ferengi grub worms?  My daughter is gonna be a pig!

Host CO-Affleck says:
::Paces arround for the waiting game::

Chief O`Leary says:
OPS: Ma'am, your shuttle is prepared and ready for departure. All systems are go.

OPS_Mayfair says:
CMO: I believe you are piloting the Challenger

CTO_Augustus says:
*CEO*: Commander how long before Challenger is ready? and QTor I would like a full compliment of tactical offensive and defensive weapons aboard once she is ready

OPS_Mayfair says:
O'Leary: Thanks Mr O'leary ::smiles::

CMO_Kymar says:
OPS: ::grinning broadly:: OK, what about when we get down there?

CTO_Augustus says:
*XO*: Sir I am on my way I'll go in whatever shuttle leaves first would you bring up the rear with the relief troops

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::settles down in a chair::  XO:  I could go on, and on, and on...  ::sighs::

XO_Gleisen says:
SOO: Yea I see that.

OPS_Mayfair says:
CMO: Ask The XO

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
XO:  Bah, you're no fun...  ::hops out of Challenger and into the Thames::

CEO_Q`tor says:
*CTO*: The Challenger is ready to go now, and she's fully loaded...full compliment

XO_Gleisen says:
::looks around at everyone standing around in the shuttlebay:: All: Get in a shuttle everyone. Now!

CMO_Kymar says:
::walks over to the Challenger and gets inside in search for the XO::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: I'll take the Challenger

XO_Gleisen says:
CMO: You're driving. Get ready to go.

OPS_Mayfair says:
O`Leary: Are you coming  I belive it would be a good idea. Just in case I need a good eng. over there ::smiles::

CTO_Augustus says:
::walks into the Shuttle Bay looking around::

CMO_Kymar says:
::shrugs and sits on the Pilots Chair:: XO: Aye sir

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::settles down into the copilots seat in the shuttle::  Self:  Men... pheh.

CEO_Q`tor says:
::boards the Challenger and goes to engineering controls. Adjusts shield harmonics to withstand ion charges::

FCO_Ranahi says:
CO: Synchronous orbit, Captain.

XO_Gleisen says:
All: ::and through the Comm to the Thames too:: Ready to go?

OPS_Mayfair says:
::Goes inside and sits on the pilot chair and comence start up::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: What vessel you going on?

XO_Gleisen says:
CTO: Challenger.

CMO_Kymar says:
@::begins the launch sequence and starts the shuttle up::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::feels ache in neck and rubs the area right around where those three pips are::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: I would prefer to secure the area with Challenger before you arrive that's procedure sir

XO_Gleisen says:
@ CMO: Take us out. Oh hold on..::checks that the doors are open:: Ok, take us out.

XO_Gleisen says:
@ CTO: We'll stay in the shuttle while the Strike Team and you secure the area.

CMO_Kymar says:
@::grins:: XO: Aye sir ::slowly takes the shuttle up into the air and through the doors, trying not to crash into them::

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::straps self down good and tight this time::

OPS_Mayfair says:
::makes sure ebryone is strapdown and gets ready to follow the Challenger::

CTO_Augustus says:
XO: Then give the Thames a 3 minute lead just in case::goes to the Thames and gets in::

OPS Udder says:
Shuttlecraft Challenger is Away.

XO_Gleisen says:
@ ::watches Gladius jump out as the shuttle starts to take off::

ACTION 	The Challenger just barely scrapes the top of her hull aginst the hatch combing on the way out

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
::drums fingers on the edge of the console, waiting for the Thames to start moving::

XO_Gleisen says:
@ ::Glares at Kymar:: CMO: Too close doctor...

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
#::points:: OPS:  Now there's something you don't see everyday...

CTO_Augustus says:
::shakes his head as his beloves Challenger gets thrashed again::

CMO_Kymar says:
@XO: Oops, sorry

CEO_Q`tor says:
@Self: Qu'vatlH! Next time I fly this thing myself!

XO_Gleisen says:
@ ::once they're clear:: CMO: Hold position here, let the Thames go down first.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::checks for damage::

CTO_Augustus says:
#OPS: Take us out when clearance is givin

OPS_Mayfair says:
# SOO: Well you didn't saw our FCO crashing into the doors

XO_Gleisen says:
@ COMM: Thames: Go ahead Mayfair, lead the way.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
#::looks down and finds fingers drumming next to the weapons controls::  Self:  Hmm...

CMO_Kymar says:
@::nods and holds the shuttlecrafts position::

OPS_Mayfair says:
#COMM: Aye sir::

OPS Udder says:
COMM: Thames : Permission is granted to launch

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
#OPS:  Ever get a chance to ride the antigrav rollar coasters in New York?  Somehow I feel like this trip is going to feel the same...

OPS_Mayfair says:
#::starts getting the Thames out trying not to crash anything::

CTO_Augustus says:
#OPS: I would like active scans continuous after departure for all know life signs

OPS Udder says:
Shuttlecraft Thames is also now underway.

OPS_Mayfair says:
#SOO: NO ma'am I havent had the pleasure

XO_Gleisen says:
@ ::watches as the Thames starts their descent:: CMO: Follow them down.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Doctor...be NICE to my shuttle

OPS_Mayfair says:
#::Starts flying down the planet::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::swings the shuttlecraft around and sets course for the planet after the Thames:: CEO: Dont worry, ill be nice

OPS_Mayfair says:
#::Avoids the arcs::

CTO_Augustus says:
#ST: Get ready standard deployment

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
#::takes a look at the woman next to her::  OPS:  Can't say I've had the honor of meeting you... I'm Commander Leah Siwiak.

XO_Gleisen says:
@ CMO: Keep us as far away as possible from those ion arcs doc.

CMO_Kymar says:
@Self: hehehe, this is easy, just like back at the Academy

Host CO-Affleck says:
::Stands next to the Captains Chair and drums his fingers on the arm::

OPS_Mayfair says:
#SOO: Gwen Mayfair, ma'am

CTO_Augustus says:
#OPS: Can you take us in on the same course of your first desceant?

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: Do not get over confident doctor

CMO_Kymar says:
@ XO: Dont worry sir, i intend to get as far away from them

ACTION   The Shuttles hit heavy turbulence as they head into the upper atmosphere

OPS_Mayfair says:
#CTO: That is my idea

XO_Gleisen says:
@ ::as the shuttle comes towards the atmosphere:: COMM: QIb: We'll be losing comm very shortly sir, we'll see you in a bit. ::cuts the comm as the ride gets a bit bumpy::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::compensates for the turbulence and keeps the shuttle as steady as possible::

OPS_Mayfair says:
#ALL: Hold on tight

CEO_Q`tor says:
@All: Here we go

CTO_Augustus says:
#OPS: Alright ::tightens his harness::

FCO_Ranahi says:
CO: The shuttles are entering the atmosphere, Captain

Host CO-Affleck says:
FCO: Track the Shuttle Tradjectories as they descend.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
#::raises hands above her head, like on a rollar coaster::  OPS:  This isn't as bad as the coasters, but we're getting there.

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::boosts power to shields::

XO_Gleisen says:
@ ::holds onto the bars on the side of the shuttle as it buffets around a bit::

XO_Gleisen says:
@ CMO: ETA?

OPS_Mayfair says:
#::compensates for the turbilance and tryes to keep the shuttle straight::

CTO_Augustus says:
#::Shakes his head:: SOO: Alittle respect ma'am the first trip wasn't thsi fun

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
#::feels a good jolt, then stops playing around and gets her hands rerouting power to the IDFs and sheild::

CMO_Kymar says:
@ CEO: Its a bit bumpy, if your shuttle gets broken dont blame me and attack the planet instead

CTO_Augustus says:
#OPS: ETA

CEO_Q`tor says:
@::boosts power to IDF::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::compensates more and more to keep the shuttle from shaking about overly much::

XO_Gleisen says:
@ CMO: Slow and steady doctor...

OPS_Mayfair says:
#:: Can see the trees and looks for a clear where to land::

CMO_Kymar says:
@ XO: Aye sir, if i go any faster we will be landing with our feet 

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
#::allows her fingers to slide over the controls, attempting to increase sensor resolution to find a nice, clear and soft landing area::

ACTION  After the shuttles hit the 3000 Meter level the atmosphere clears and things smooth out

FCO_Ranahi says:
CO: They are through the atmosphere.

CMO_Kymar says:
@::checks on the Thames' Position and heads in after it::

CTO_Augustus says:
#OPS: Fifty yards from the eastside of the structures let us off  load and you take off securing the air space

XO_Gleisen says:
@ ::as they come down and the Thames starts to land:: CMO: Ok doc hold position here until we get the all clear from Gladius.

OPS_Mayfair says:
#CTO: Yes Lt.

CMO_Kymar says:
@XO: Sir, shall I land near the Thames or further away?

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
#::stands up from her chair and makes her way towards the back of the shuttle, hefting herself a type II and III and taking a spot behind the security detail::

OPS_Mayfair says:
#::Gets ready to land:: ALL: Hold on again

CMO_Kymar says:
@::nods and sets the shuttle to circle the Thames' landing spot a few times::

CTO_Augustus says:
#ST: Stand to ready for disembark tac 3 beta

CEO_Q`tor says:
@XO: Sir it would be tactically sound to land close to the Thames

XO_Gleisen says:
@ COMM: Thames: Holding position here, waiting for the all clear from you guys.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
#::clips type II and tricorder onto her belt and uses her free hand to grab hold of a railing as OPS brings them in::

OPS_Mayfair says:
#::Lands the Thames very nicely::

XO_Gleisen says:
@ CEO: We will, just have to wait until Gladius says we're good.

CTO_Augustus says:
#COMM: Challenger: Roger that

CMO_Kymar says:
@::smiles at the Thames' landing and hopes for roughly the same thing::

XO_Gleisen says:
@ ::points out the window:: CMO: Ours better be like that.

CTO_Augustus says:
#::ST disembarks and starts to deploy securing the area but not entering the structure::

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
#::follows the team out and sheild her eyes as the Challenger comes in and kicks up some dust::

CTO_Augustus says:
:: In 2 minutes:: #COMM: Challenger / Thames landing area is secure

CMO_Kymar says:
@ XO: I hope so too ::begins the Challengers descent::

XO_Gleisen says:
@ CMO: Take us down, nice and soft. Land us 20 metres from the Thames.

OPS_Mayfair says:
#CTO: I'll be looking down from up there ok. Be safe.

SOO_Nevada-Siwiak says:
#::watches as, for a moment, the Challenger blocks out the sun and comes down for a landing::

OPS_Mayfair says:
#::waits for the Challenger to land::

CMO_Kymar says:
@::sets coords and brings the shuttle in nice and smoothly 21.5 metres away from the Thames:: XO: I tried

CTO_Augustus says:
%COMM: Roger OPS secure an area of 3 klicks but stay away from the structure

CEO_Q`tor says:
@CMO: My congratulations doctor

=/\=/\=/\= Pause Mission =/\=/\=/\=

